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VERIZON PAPER ON 22nd APRIL AT NEW DELHI

Dear Friends,
Here I am Atul presenting you the placement paper of Verizon conducted by Merittrac(The same
company that conducts test for Flextronics). So go through the Flextronics Paper also for the
preparations as the pattern is same.

There were four sections:
1. Verbal
2. Aptitude
3. Mental Ability
4. C & Data Structures

In verbal you better prepare from the GRE Barron,s 14th Edition starting questions of Fill in the
blanks section.Also practice High Frequency Words of barron.The mostly questions are based on
you grammer practice i.e. questions related to use of ARTICLES(a,an,the).There is also a passage
reading section.Don,t experiment there at all if you know nothing then just follow what you usually
use to speak in your common language or dialy speaking language.

In aptitude section just do the R.S. Aggarwal,s Quantative Aptitude questions.Also practice puzzles
of Shakuntala Devi. These would be a positive and confidence building for you.That would definitely
make paper easy for you.

In mental ability you need not do any practice as it would be the easiest part of the paper.Just do the
questions related to change of signs i.e if we replace * by -, / by + etc type questions that would
make paper more easier and you can score much more marks in that paper.

In C & Data Structures you must practice just the algorithms for Binary Search, Link list etc. to
implement.Also remember that only part that would be harder in this test would be C. So
concentrate over the pointers concept.

You will definitely succeed as the time would be sufficient if you attempt paper with consistent
speed.They will provide you sufficient time for C & Data Structure section.

Wish you all the Best.
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